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a b s t r a c t 

With the continuous development of wireless networks, energy conservation and energy efficiency are 

becoming key factors in improving the network lifetime. In multi-antenna wireless networks, the energy 

conservation problem can be addressed using the trade-off between the transmit power and the circuit 

energy consumption. In this paper, we propose a cross layer protocol, MAC-LEAP, that selects the best 

transmission policy based on Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) in both single-hop and multi-hop 

wireless networks. Various data transmission algorithms are presented in which many factors are con- 

sidered in order to find the best transmission policy between each pair of nodes. An RTS/CTS handshake 

is used to exchange the required information to select the best transmission policy prior to data trans- 

mission. Moreover, we introduce a MIMO-based framework in Network Simulator 3 (ns-3) in which the 

wireless nodes may be equipped with more than one antenna. Using extensive simulations in ns-3, we 

compare the performance of MAC-LEAP with traditional protocols in terms of the network lifetime and 

the number of received packets. The simulation results show that MAC-LEAP outperforms the traditional 

protocols in both single-hop and multi-hop networks for various transmission distances and target Bit- 

Error-Rates (BER). 

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

In wireless networks, reducing the energy dissipation is

aramount in order to extend the lifetime of the network. One ap-

roach to reducing the energy required for communication is to

mploy Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) or multi-antenna

ommunication [1–3] . This communication paradigm is not only a

romising solution for improving the spectral efficiency, but it ad-

itionally improves the overall energy efficiency of wireless net-

orks. Using MIMO communications, the transmit power is spread

mong more than one antenna that, for a particular Bit-Error-Rate

BER) requirement, results in an overall higher power gain, there-

ore improving the spectral efficiency [4] . 

While previous work has shown the benefit of using adaptive

IMO communications in wireless networks [5–7] , none of these

revious work has addressed the problem of energy conservation.

n essential factor in reducing the node energy consumption lies

n the trade-off between the transmit power and the energy con-

umption of the transmitter circuit. Although multi-antenna sys-
� This research was funded in part by the National Science Foundation under re- 

earch grant CNS-1239423. 
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ems require a complex transceiver circuitry design that entails a

igh power consumption at the circuit level, using multiple anten-

as enables a reduction in the actual power consumption of the

ower amplifier thanks to the increased spectral efficiency. As a re-

ult, both the circuit power consumption and the transmit power

onsumption must be considered together in order to optimize the

nergy consumed by the communication link [8] . 

A number of researchers have developed approaches to op-

imize multi-antenna networks by selecting the optimal MIMO

cheme to use for communication. Different antenna selection al-

orithms can be employed at both the transmitter and the receiver

ides in order to choose the number of antennas based on the

hannel Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), the system capacity, and spa-

ial diversity [9] . For example, in a multi-user MIMO system, by

onsidering a signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR) thresh-

ld that must be met, one possible solution is to select the num-

er of antennas that maximizes the SINR of the worst above-the-

hreshold user [10] . Alternatively, the number of antennas can be

hosen dynamically for each node based on their transmission dis-

ance to minimize the total energy consumption [11] or based on

he Channel State Information (CSI) [12,13] . If no CSI feedback is

vailable at the transmitter, as is the case for the cross-layer proto-

ol presented in [8] that dynamically switches between MIMO and

ingle-Input Multiple-Output (SIMO) communications, the number 

f antennas is determined by the receiver and sent back to the
ender. 
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In this paper, we present Multi-Antenna, Cross Layer, Energy

Adaptive Protocol (MAC-LEAP), which is an energy efficient cross

layer protocol designed for MIMO-based wireless networks that

employs dynamic antenna selection to use the most energy effi-

cient approach for data transmission. MAC-LEAP dynamically ad-

justs the number of transmitter and receiver antennas to use for

the communication on a per-packet basis, based on the current re-

maining energy of the nodes, their distance, BER requirements, and

other physical layer parameters. Based on a standard CSMA/CA pro-

tocol, MAC-LEAP utilizes Request-To-Send (RTS) and Clear-To-Send

(CTS) packets to provide collision avoidance. Information regarding

the transmitter location and current energy, which is required for

the dynamic antenna selection, is included in the RTS packet. Us-

ing this information, MAC-LEAP runs a dynamic antenna selection

algorithm at the receiver to find the most energy efficient MIMO

scheme that provides the highest link lifetime. The receiver pig-

gybacks this information onto the CTS packet so that both nodes

know what MIMO scheme to use for the subsequent data trans-

mission. 

Unlike traditional protocols that use a fixed number of anten-

nas for a specific distance and channel BER, MAC-LEAP adapts the

MIMO scheme to be used for the communication according to the

current remaining energy levels of both the transmitter and re-

ceiver nodes. The specific contributions of this paper are: 

• We propose various dynamic antenna selection policies that

consider the immediate remaining energy of the nodes as well

as other factors such as distance and BER. Based on the energy

level of the transmitting and receiving nodes, the algorithm se-

lects the number of antennas that maximizes the link lifetime. 

• The dynamic antenna selection policies are integrated in a cross

layer protocol, MAC-LEAP, which selects the best set of an-

tennas on a per-packet basis for the communication for both

single-hop and multi-hop networks. The protocol selects the

most energy-efficient MIMO scheme for both the transmitter

and the receiver and uses the RTS/CTS handshake to transfer

some information required by the dynamic antenna selection

policy prior to the data transmission. 

• We introduce a MIMO-based framework for wireless commu-

nication into Network Simulator 3 (ns-3), which, to the best

of our knowledge, has not been implemented before. Based on

this framework, wireless nodes in the ns-3 simulator may use

more than one antenna for MIMO communication. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 ,

we provide a review of related work in the area of MIMO technol-

ogy in wireless networks. In Section 3 , we present the energy con-

sumption model of MAC-LEAP as well as the equations for meet-

ing the BER requirements in MIMO channels. In Section 4 , we de-

scribe different dynamic antenna selection policies employed in

MAC-LEAP, and in Section 5 , we introduce the proposed MAC-LEAP

protocol. In Section 6 , we compare the performance of MAC-LEAP

with both fixed antenna schemes (e.g., MISO) and the E-Basic pro-

tocol [11] via extensive simulations, and discuss the results and the

improvement of MAC-LEAP compared to these other protocols. Fi-

nally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7 . 

2. Motivation and Related Work 

In contrast to Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) systems,

Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems employ more

than one antenna at both the transmitter and the receiver. Thus,

MIMO provides two main advantages for the wireless communi-

cations: spatial diversity gain and spatial multiplexing gain. The

spatial multiplexing gain is obtained by extending the degrees of

freedom by sending multiple orthogonal data streams simultane-

ously [14] which results in having a higher data rate in the system.
he second benefit of MIMO, which is the spatial diversity gain, is

btained from the fact that each transmitter will send the same

tream of data with more than one antenna, which increases the

robability of having a reliable signal at the receiver side in order

o combat fading. 

As the diversity-multiplexing trade-off is discussed in many pa-

ers [15–17] , both of these gain factors are simultaneously achiev-

ble at some level. Besides the above benefits of MIMO, this tech-

ology is also an energy efficient solution for wireless networks

hat have a limited amount of energy. Several studies have ex-

lored the issue of energy efficiency in MIMO wireless networks.

n [18] , the energy efficiency of non-cooperative, half-cooperative

nd cooperative MIMO systems are analyzed by considering the

rade-off between spatial diversity and multiplexing gains. Their

esults show that the energy efficiency of MIMO systems is much

igher than that of SISO systems. The energy trade-off between

ISO and MIMO systems is also analyzed in [19] in which it

s demonstrated that a MIMO transmission performs better than

ISO in terms of energy efficiency for long-range communications

nd vice versa for short-range communications. The protocols pre-

ented in [18] and [19] consider a fixed MIMO scheme for exchang-

ng multiple packets between two nodes, regardless of their dis-

ance and battery level. However, for different energy levels, dis-

ances, and BERs, different MIMO schemes could maximize the

etwork energy efficiency and, therefore, the system lifetime. 

Energy adaptation in MIMO wireless networks, which is essen-

ial for network lifetime maximization, can be applied not only at

he physical layer but also at the MAC layer. In [20] , a MAC proto-

ol based on MIMO is proposed to eliminate the interference and

ollisions in wireless networks. With nodes equipped with mul-

iple antennas, the transmitter uses only half of its antennas for

he transmission and keeps the other half free for another simul-

aneous transmission in order to have collision-free communica-

ion. In [21] , a MAC protocol is presented for ad-hoc networks with

IMO links, where the authors focus on the fair channel allocation

roblem. 

In [22] , the physical and MAC layers collaborate to exchange

hannel state information (CSI) for effective data communication.

n [23] , two separate error-free channels are considered for data

ackets and control packets. Each control packet carries the CSI

nd the number of antennas used by the node for the next packet

ransmission/reception. However, the selection of the number of

ntennas in [23] is not based on energy efficiency of the nodes.

f no-CSI feedback is available to the transmitter such as the cross-

ayer protocol introduced in [8] , the number of antennas should be

ecided by the receiver and sent back to the sender. The proposed

rotocol in [8] switches between MIMO and Single-Input Multiple-

utput (SIMO) to achieve higher energy efficiency, which is more

ignificant when the channels are correlated. 

In [24] , a clustering MAC protocol based on cooperative MIMO

s proposed in which the cluster heads and all the nodes except the

ooperative MIMO nodes (a subset of nodes within the cluster) use

ne antenna for communications. The inter-cluster packet trans-

ission utilizes SISO, MIMO, and MISO communications which are

xed and chosen based on the node type (whether a node is a

ooperative MIMO node or not) and not their energy or communi-

ation distance. 

In [11] the energy and distance are taken into account in

IMO-based data transmission. The authors present E-Basic, a

IMO-adaptive CSMA/CA-based protocol in which the number of

ntennas is chosen on a per-packet basis based on the transmis-

ion distance and the total power consumption of the transmitter

nd the receiver. For every pair of nodes along a multi-hop com-

unication path, E-Basic selects the MIMO scheme that minimizes

he total energy consumption and uses this scheme for data trans-

ission. For non-data packets, such as RTS, CTS, and ACK, E-Basic
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ses a fixed MIMO scheme for the communication. Although E-

asic aims at minimizing the total link power consumption, it does

ot focus on optimizing the power efficiency of the system while

roviding an energy consumption balance among the nodes. More-

ver, E-Basic uses a fixed MIMO scheme for a specific distance and

ER for the communication, regardless of the nodes’ remaining en-

rgy. 

The aforementioned communication protocols employed a fixed

IMO scheme for a particular transmission distance and BER and

o not take into account the remaining energy of the nodes.

oreover, maximizing the network lifetime using a fixed MIMO

cheme results in non optimal performance because the four

IMO schemes entail different energy consumptions at the trans-

itter and the receiver. In particular, at the receiver side, SISO and

ISO have lower energy consumption than MIMO and SIMO, while

t the transmitter side, the situation is reversed. Thus, in order to

aximize the lifetime of the network, the transmitter and receiver

emaining energies need to also be included in the selection of the

ost energy-efficient communication scheme. For this purpose, the

nergy consumption of the wireless nodes should be adapted ac-

ording to the network requirements. 

In [25] , we considered the energy trade-off between the trans-

itter and the receiver for different MIMO schemes and presented

n energy efficient model that dramatically increases the lifetime

f both the transmitter and the receiver. By dynamically switching

etween the different MIMO schemes, namely MIMO, MISO, SIMO

nd SISO, our policy attains much longer system lifetime compared

o wireless networks that select the MIMO scheme to be used

ased only on the transmission distance and on a BER threshold. In

his paper, we extend the antenna selection model in [25] and pro-

osed MAC-LEAP which is designed for both single-hop and multi-

op networks. Moreover, MAC-LEAP selects the most energy effi-

ient MIMO scheme by using RTS/CTS hand-shake for transferring

ome information among the nodes. 

To the best of our knowledge, none of the previous MIMO-

ased protocols selects the number of antennas adaptively for a

pecific distance and channel BER, and by considering the nodes’

emaining energy. In MAC-LEAP, we address this issue by consider-

ng the nodes’ remaining energy as well as their distance and the

hannel BER in selecting the most energy-efficient number of an-

ennas for both the transmitter and the receiver. As a result, the

umber of antennas for the nodes is selected such that the energy

evel of the nodes is balanced, meaning that no node runs out of

nergy while the other node battery has energy to spare. In MAC-

EAP, the receiver node selects the most energy-efficient number

f antennas for data transmission on a per-packet basis, during the

TS/CTS handshake. 

. System Model 

In this section, we present the energy consumption model and

he data transmission scheme employed in MAC-LEAP to meet a

equired BER. In the rest of the paper, we assume that each node

s equipped with two antennas, and may use a different number

f antennas adaptively for their communication. The number of

ntennas is selected such that the total number of received pack-

ts in the network is maximized. The required information for the

ntenna selection is transferred among the nodes using the MAC

ayer RTS/CTS packet exchange. 

.1. Energy Consumption Model 

Consider a single hop communication link with a transmitter

ode tx and a receiver node rx . The nodes are powered through a

attery, and the remaining energy of the transmitter and the re-

eiver nodes at time t are defined as B t and B t rx , respectively. The
tx 
odes are equipped with M = 2 antennas and have the possibility

o operate using M tx × M rx MIMO, with M tx , M rx ∈ {1, 2}, depend-

ng on the number of antennas selected at the transmitter and the

eceiver (i.e., 2 × 2 MIMO, 2 × 1 MISO, 1 × 2 SIMO and 1 × 1 SISO).

oreover, we consider a Rayleigh fading channel, and we design

ur system based on the IEEE 802.11 protocol with a fixed data

ate and BPSK modulation. By sending or receiving a packet, the

ode energy will be reduced depending on the energy consumed

y that packet. In this perspective, the node number of antennas,

he communication distance, the channel BER, the data rate, and

he node current operation state (e.g., Idle, Reception, Transmis-

ion, or Sleep) are the most important factors that determine the

nergy consumption. In what follows, we describe the energy con-

umption model used in the physical layer of MAC-LEAP. 

As mentioned previously, the nodes are battery powered with

nitial energy levels B 0 tx and B 0 rx at the transmitter and the receiver,

espectively. By sending or receiving a packet at time t , the resid-

al energy stored in the devices (i.e., B t tx and B t rx ) decreases over

ime according to the energy consumption of the selected antenna

ode. The receiver energy is consumed only using the receiver cir-

uit block ( P rx 
C 

) while at the transmitter side, it is consumed by

oth the transmitter circuit ( P tx 
C 

) and the Power Amplifier ( P PA ). We

onsider the circuit blocks of the receiver and the transmitter as

iscussed in [25] . 

At the receiver side, the total power consumption P rx ( M rx ) is

qual to the circuit power consumption P rx 
C 

(M rx ) , which is given

y 

 

rx 
C (M rx ) = M rx (P ADC + P Mix + P rx 

Fil + P Dem 

+ P IFA + P LNA ) + P Syn , (1) 

here P ADC represents the power consumption of the Analog-to-

igital converter (ADC), P Mix is the power consumption of the

ixer, P rx 
Fil 

is the power consumption of the receiver filter circuit,

 Dem 

is the power consumption of the demodulator, P IFA is the

ower consumption of the Intermediate Frequency Amplifier (IFA),

 LNA is the power consumption of the Low Noise Amplifier (LNA)

nd P Syn is the power consumption of the frequency synthesizer.

he power consumption at the transmitter side P tx ( M tx , M rx ), in-

tead, is given by 

 tx (M tx , M rx ) = P PA (M tx , M rx ) + P tx 
C (M tx ) , (2)

here P PA and P tx 
C 

are defined below. The power consumption of

he transmitter circuit P tx 
C 

is expressed as 

 

tx 
C (M tx ) = M tx (P DAC + P Mix + P tx 

Fil + P Mod ) + P Syn , (3)

here P DAC is the power consumption of the Digital-to-Analog

onverter (DAC), P Mod is the power consumption of the modulator

nd P tx 
Fil 

represents the power consumption of the transmitter fil-

er circuit. The power consumption of the power amplifier P PA ( M tx ,

 rx ) depends on the transmission power P out and the modulation

cheme [26] , and is expressed as 

 PA (M tx , M rx ) = 

(
1 + 

ξ

η

)
P out (M tx , M rx ) , (4)

here η is the drain efficiency of the power amplifier, while ξ =
 

K−2 
√ 

K +1 
K−1 represents the Peak-to-Average Ratio (PAR) that depends

n the constellation size K . We note that for the results presented

n this paper, ξ is a constant value since we only consider a BPSK

odulation scheme (i.e., K = 2 ). Moreover, the transmission power

 out can be calculated using the following formula [27] : 

 out (M tx , M rx ) = E b (M tx , M rx ) R b 

(
4 πd 

λ

)
k 

M l N f 

G tx G rx 
, (5)

here R b is the system bit rate, G tx and G rx are the transmitter and

he receiver antenna gains, d is the transmission distance, λ is the
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Fig. 1. BER versus SNR for MIMO, MISO, SIMO, and SISO. 
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carrier wavelength and k is the path loss exponent. Moreover, N f 

is the receiver noise figure, which depends on the thermal noise

Power Spectral Density (PSD) N 0 and on the PSD of the total ef-

fective noise at the receiver. M l is the link margin, which shows

the difference between the receiver sensitivity and the actual re-

ceived power. E b is the average energy per bit required to achieve

a given BER p b , in a BPSK M tx × M rx MIMO system. The description

of BER vs. SNR for a MIMO Rayleigh fading channel is presented

in Section 3.2 . Given the above, we can now define the total en-

ergy required at the transmitter or the receiver to send or receive

a packet of size N bits as 

E X pkt (M tx , M rx ) = 

P X (M tx , M rx ) 

R b 

N, (6)

where X ∈ { tx, rx }. Given the per packet energy consumptions

E tx 
pkt 

(M tx , M rx ) and E rx 
pkt 

(M tx , M rx ) , the maximum number of pack-

ets that can be processed by the nodes using a M tx × M rx MIMO

scheme at time t is 

L t X (M tx , M rx ) = 

B 

t 
X 

E X 
pkt 

(M tx , M rx ) 
, (7)

where X ∈ { tx, rx }. Thus, the maximum number of packets that can

be received is given by 

L t (M tx , M rx ) = min { L t tx (M tx , M rx ) , L 
t 
rx (M tx , M rx ) } . (8)

The receiver is responsible for calculating the number of pack-

ets based on the selected policy for the communication and send-

ing the selected MIMO scheme to the transmitter. 

3.2. BER Requirement in MIMO Rayleigh Fading Channel 

In this section we derive the formula for channel BER in a

MIMO communication. Assuming a Rayleigh fading channel in a

M tx × M rx MIMO system, the input-output relationship is given by

[28] : 

y = 

√ 

ρ Hx + n 

where the constant ρ is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at each

receive antenna, y is the M rx × 1 received signal vector, x is the

M tx × 1 transmitted signal vector, n is the M rx × 1 Gaussian noise

vector with zero mean and variance of 1/2, and H is the M rx × M tx 

channel transfer matrix. 

For 1 × M rx SIMO where Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC) is

employed in the channel, for 2 × M rx MIMO/MISO Alamouti Space

Time Block Codes (STBC) [29] , and for 1 × 1 SISO communication,

we will analyze the achieved BER assuming a Rayleigh fading chan-

nel. Using a BPSK modulation, the BER conditioned on the channel

gains is given by [30] : 

P α(α) = Q 

( √ 

2 αρ

M tx 

) 

, (9)

where α = h T h = 

∑ M rx 
i =1 

∑ M tx 
j=1 

| h i, j | 2 is the summation of the chan-

nel powers across all receiving antennas. Since h i, j follows a

Rayleigh fading distribution, α follows a chi-square distribution

with 2 M tx M rx degrees of freedom and a probability density func-

tion (pdf) of 

f α(α) = 

α( M tx M rx −1 ) e −α

(M tx M rx − 1)! 
, α > 0 . (10)

Thus, the average BER of the channel is 

p b = E [ P α(α)] = 

∫ ∞ 

0 

Q 

( √ 

2 αρ

M tx 

) 

f α(α) d α. (11)
y substituting Eq. (10) in Eq. (11) and solving the integral, we ob-

ain the BER of the channel as [28] : 

p b = 

(
1 

2 

(1 − ζ ) 
)L 

·
L −1 ∑ 

l=0 

(
L − 1 + l 

l 

)(
1 

2 

(1 + ζ ) 
)l 

, (12)

here L = M tx M rx and ζ = 

√ 

ρ/M tx 
1+ ρ/M tx 

. 

Moreover, with the special case of 1 × 1 SISO communication

ith no diversity, we obtain the BER of a Rayleigh fading channel

s 

p b = 

1 

2 

(
1 −

√ 

ρ

1 + ρ

)
. (13)

Using Eq. (12) , we can find the BER versus SNR ( ρ) for different

IMO schemes in a Rayleigh fading channel with BPSK modula-

ion, as shown in Fig. 1 . 

.3. Transmitter-Receiver Energy Tradeoff

As derived above, when a transmitter node sends a packet to a

eceiver node, the amount of energy consumed for the transmis-

ion and reception of the packet depends on the number of anten-

as used by the nodes. The energy consumption of the transmitter

nd the receiver nodes in a single communication link is shown in

ig. 2 for various distances, and in Fig. 3 for various BERs. We note

hat, according to the 802.11n standard that uses MIMO communi-

ations, the wireless nodes’ outdoor coverage is 250 m [31] . 

The receiver energy consumption depends only on the num-

er of antennas so it remains constant as distance and target BER

ary. As shown in Fig. 2 (b) and Fig. 3 (b), SISO and MISO, which are

wo schemes that employ one antenna to receive the data, have

ower receiver energy consumption than MIMO and SIMO in which

ore than one antenna is used at the receiver side. Although SISO

nd MISO consume less energy than MIMO and SIMO, they have

igher transmit power. Since the transmitter energy consumption

epends on many parameters including the distance, BER, and the

umber of antennas, its value changes as distance and BER vary.

s demonstrated in Fig. 2 (a), in distances smaller than 5 m, when

he transmitter node uses one antenna to send the data (SISO and

IMO), its energy consumption is lower than using two antennas

MIMO and MISO). 

Considering a fixed distance between two nodes, as shown in

ig. 3 (a), the transmitter consumes less energy by using SIMO in

igh target BER. However, as BER decreases, MIMO is a better op-

ion in terms of the transmitter energy consumption compared to

he other three antenna modes. 
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Fig. 2. Energy consumption per bit for (a) the transmitter node and (b) the receiver 

node for different distances (BER =10 −5 ). 
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Fig. 3. Energy consumption per bit for (a) the transmitter node and (b) the receiver 

node for different target Bit-Error-Rates (distance = 100 m). 
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According to Fig. 2 (b) and Fig. 3 (b), depending on the number

f antennas at the nodes, their distance or the target BER, the em-

loyed MIMO scheme can be energy efficient either for the trans-

itter or the receiver. For instance, although SISO is more energy

fficient than MIMO at the receiver side, it is not a very good

ption at the transmitter for long-distance communications. This

nergy trade-off between the transmitter and the receiver, raises

he question of which MIMO scheme is more beneficial to use in

he wireless networks. MAC-LEAP exploits this energy consumption

rade-off to find the most energy efficient number of antennas pair

or the transmitter side and the receiver side. 

. Dynamic Antenna Selection Policies 

In a wireless network, the total remaining energy and, conse-

uently, the total lifetime of the system, depends on the lifetimes

f both the transmitter and the receiver. For instance, if the trans-

itter has enough energy but the receiver does not, or vice versa,

y choosing a fixed communication scheme, the bottleneck node

ill eventually be depleted. The main goal of our solution is to

xtend the lifetime of the system by varying the MIMO scheme

ver time. In what follows, we first propose an optimal anten-
as selection scheme ( Optimal Policy ), which provides a balance

etween the energy consumption at the transmitter and the re-

eiver. We then present 3 heuristic policies, namely Online Policy,

X Policy and RX Policy , with different complexities and require-

ents in term of information that needs to be exchanged between

he nodes. 

.1. Optimal Policy 

The main goal of Optimal Policy is to maximize the total number

f received packets and simultaneously minimize the total energy

onsumption with respect to both the transmitter and receiver life-

imes. It is assumed that an RTS/CTS handshake is used before

ending the data. To this end, the optimal antenna selection pol-

cy can be defined as the solution of the following combinatorial

ptimization problem: 

ax 

M ∑ 

M tx =1 

M ∑ 

M rx =1 

αM tx ,M rx 

s.t. 
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Fig. 4. An example of how MAC-LEAP works in a single communication link when 

(a) the transmitter’s energy is higher, and (b) the receiver’s energy is higher. 

Fig. 5. The fields and the size (in bytes) of (a) the RTS packet, and (b) the CTS 

packet in the MAC-LEAP protocol. 
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T  

n  
M ∑ 

M tx =1 

M ∑ 

M rx =1 

αM tx ,M rx 
E tx 

PKT ≤ B 

0 
tx 

M ∑ 

M tx =1 

M ∑ 

M rx =1 

αM tx ,M rx 
E rx 

PKT ≤ B 

0 
rx (14)

where 

E tx 
PKT = E tx 

RTS + E rx 
CTS + E tx 

DATA (M tx , M rx ) + E rx 
ACK 

E rx 
PKT = E rx 

RTS + E tx 
CTS + E rx 

DATA (M tx , M rx ) + E tx 
ACK 

E X RTS , E X CTS , E X 
DATA 

(M tx , M rx ) , and E X 
ACK 

represent the transmitter

(X = tx ) and the receiver (X = rx ) energy consumptions when an

RTS packet, a CTS packet, a DATA packet with M tx x M rx MIMO

scheme, and an ACK packet are transferred, respectively. The value

of αM tx ,M rx 
represents the number of packets that are exchanged

by the M tx × M rx MIMO scheme during the communication. As a

result, by maximizing 
∑ M 

M tx =1 

∑ M 

M rx =1 αM tx ,M rx 
, the total lifetime of

the system and thus the number of received packets will be maxi-

mized. Moreover, RTS, CTS, and ACK packets are transmitted with a
Fig. 6. An example of how MAC-LEAP wo
xed multi-antenna scheme (e.g. MISO) at maximum distance and

hus, they have fixed energy consumption values for all packets. 

We note that the Optimal Policy works offline and only requires

nformation about the initial energy levels and the energy con-

umption for each communication scheme. While the Optimal Pol-

cy provides an upper bound on the performance attainable by dif-

erent communication policies, solving problem (14) can be com-

utationally intensive as the number of antennas increases. How-

ver, when the number of communication schemes is small, like in

ur case, Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) algorithms can

fficiently solve the problem in a small amount of time. 

.2. Online Policy 

As the name suggests, the Online Policy works online and

hooses the best MIMO scheme to be used for the communica-

ion, at each transmission slot. In the Online Policy , for a specific p b 
nd at a fixed transmitter-receiver distance, we compute the num-

er of received packets in the system for all four antenna modes,

nd we select different schemes interchangeably. In particular, at

ach time slot t , depending on the remaining energy at the trans-

itter and the receiver, we choose the scheme M 

t 
tx × M 

t 
rx that re-

ults in having the highest number of received packets for the

ystem, according to Eq. (8) . The remaining energy of the system

t each time slot is then updated by removing from the energy

uffer the energy consumption of the communication scheme cho-

en in the previous time slot (i.e., B t+1 
tx = B t tx − E tx 

pkt 
(M 

t 
tx , M 

t 
rx ) and

 

t+1 
rx = B t rx − E rx 

pkt 
(M 

t 
tx , M 

t 
rx ) ). 

The aforementioned process for dynamic antenna selection in

he online policy is applied only for the data packets. The num-

er of antennas employed for transferring the RTS, CTS, and ACK

ackets is fixed for all distances and BER values among the nodes. 

We note that, unlike the Optimal Policy that works offline, this

olicy requires the additional exchange of the battery levels before

ach transmission round. However, the Online Policy can be eas-

ly extended to different communication schemes, to a situation in

hich the nodes are mobile and to account for additional energy

onsumptions or energy replenishment techniques, such as energy

arvesting. 

.3. RX and TX Policies 

In this section, we introduce two communication policies that

elect the antenna mode to be used for data packet transmis-

ion according to either the receiver or the transmitter energy lev-

ls. The receiver-based policy ( RX Policy ) and the transmitter-based

olicy ( TX Policy ) consider either the benefits to the receiver or the

ransmitter, and choose the communication scheme that provides

he lowest energy consumption to that node (which, in turns, pro-

ides the best node lifetime). 

In the RX Policy , the antenna mode that has the lowest energy

onsumption (and the highest lifetime) for the receiver is chosen.

he selected antenna mode is fixed throughout the entire commu-

ication for a specific receiver-transmitter distance and BER value.
rks in a single communication link. 
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Fig. 7. Wireless MIMO framework in ns-3. 

Table 1 

Simulation parameters. 

General parameters 

k 2 

f c 5.15 GHz 

N 20 0 0 bytes 

N f 10 dB 

N 0 −174 dBm/Hz 

G t = G r 2 dB 

η 0.35 

M l 10dB 

Circuitry power consumption 

P DAC 7 mW 

P ADC 7 mW 

P Mix 30.3 mW 

P Syn 50 mW 

P tx 
Filt 

2.5 mW 

P rx 
Filt 

2.5 mW 

P LNA 20 mW 

P IFA 5 mW 

WiFi parameters 

WiFi node’s range 250 m 

Fixed MIMO scheme MISO 

Number of nodes 9 

Initial energy 5 J 

Minimum required energy 0.1 J 

R b 1Mbps 

R g 50kbps 

B 22MHz 
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a

he TX Policy , instead, chooses the antenna mode that has the low-

st energy consumption, thus returning the highest lifetime, for the

ransmitter node. 

We can find the best antenna mode in terms of having the max-

mum number of received packets through the TX policy and the

X policy using the following equations, 

S T X = argmax (M tx ,M rx ) L 
0 
tx (M tx , M rx ) (15) 

S RX = argmax (M tx ,M rx ) L 
0 
rx (M tx , M rx ) (16) 

t should be noted that for the TX and RX policies, the antenna

ode is fixed over time and depends only on the transmission dis-

ance, BER p b and initial energy levels B 0 tx and B 0 rx , respectively. 

By combining Eq. (15) into Eq. (8) , the maximum number of

eceived packets in a system that uses the TX Policy is given by 

 T X = min { L 0 tx (S T X ) , L 
0 
rx (S T X ) } . (17)

imilarly, by combining Eq. (16) into Eq. (8) , the maximum number

f received packets in a system that uses the RX Policy is given by
 RX = min { L 0 tx (S RX ) , L 
0 
rx (S RX ) } . (18)

e note that the TX and RX policies aim to maximize the lifetime

f the system and the number of received packets by maximizing

nly the transmitter or receiver lifetime. While the number of an-

ennas to be used for the communication is fixed between differ-

nt time slots, by additionally including the nodes’ battery levels in

he selection of the communication schemes, both policies provide

onger lifetime to the system when compared to communication

rotocols that only rely on the distance between the nodes and

arget BER for the selection of the communication scheme. More-

ver, similar to the online policy, the number of antennas used for

ransmitting the RTS, CTS, and ACK packets is fixed for all distance

nd BER values among the nodes in the TX and RX policies. 

. MAC-LEAP 

In this section, we describe the details of the MAC-LEAP proto-

ol. 

.1. Protocol Overview 

As shown in Figs. 2 and 3 , depending on the distance and

ER, the transmitter energy consumption of SISO, MISO, SIMO, and

IMO are different while the receiver energy consumption de-

ends only on the number of receiver antennas, and hence it is

onstant over various distances and BERs. Based on the commu-

ication distance and the number of antennas, one of these four

IMO schemes is the most energy efficient to use. 

Consider the sample scenario shown in Fig. 4 in which we

ave two nodes with a distance of 150 m. The traditional methods

hoose the MIMO scheme with the least energy consumption and

end the packets with the same scheme during the communication

ntil one of the nodes runs out of energy. In MAC-LEAP, however,

here is also another factor that plays an important role in making

he decision for the number of antennas; the nodes’ remaining en-

rgy. Based on the remaining energy of the nodes, the most energy

fficient MIMO scheme is selected for the communication, and this

IMO scheme will be changed according to the nodes’ remaining

nergy over time. 

In the example shown in Fig. 4 , MAC-LEAP uses MISO and SIMO

nterchangeably depending on several factors including the nodes’

emaining energy. When the receiver has much lower remaining

nergy than the transmitter, MAC-LEAP chooses MISO ( Fig. 4 (a))

hile when the transmitter has lower remaining energy than the

eceiver, SIMO is chosen ( Fig. 4 (b)). Using MISO, the receiver con-

umes less energy since it employs only one antenna, but the

ransmitter consumes more energy compared to the SIMO scheme.

y employing dynamic antenna selection for energy adaptation in

AC-LEAP, a balance is provided between the transmitter and the

eceiver energy consumption, which increases the system lifetime. 

.2. Protocol Description 

To minimize collisions among the transmitted packets in the

etwork, we use channel sensing in the MAC layer. Based on

he IEEE 802.11 Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance

CSMA/CA), the transmitter node requests the channel before send-

ng data by transmitting a RTS packet to the receiver. If the RTS

s correctly received, the receiver node replies by sending a CTS

acket back to the sender. By receiving the CTS packet, the trans-

itter realizes that the channel is free and the data packet will be

ent. Finally after receiving the data packet, the receiver sends back

n ACK packet. 
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Fig. 8. Number of received packets versus distance for four different fixed schemes used for sending control packets in a single communication link: (a) MISO, (b) SIMO, (c) 

MIMO, and (d) SISO (Target BER = 10 −5 ). 
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Since the energy consumption model described in Section 3 is

used to calculate the best number of antennas for data transmis-

sion, it requires knowledge of the nodes’ distance and remaining

energy. This information is transferred among the nodes using the

MAC layer. For a specific communication link, the receiver is re-

sponsible for finding the most efficient MIMO scheme. Thus, the

transmitter must send its information to the receiver before the

data transmission. The required information is passed through the

RTS packet to the destination. Finding the MIMO scheme at the

receiver side, the transmitter is notified about the number of an-

tennas for data transmission through the CTS packet. The fields for

the RTS and the CTS packets in MAC-LEAP are shown in Fig. 5 . 

In MAC-LEAP each node is equipped with a non-rechargeable

energy source (e.g., a battery). As demonstrated in Fig. 6 , the trans-

mitter node sends its remaining energy as well as its location in

the RTS packet; the receiver node retrieves its own remaining en-

ergy from the energy source and calculates the distance between

the nodes. Using this calculated distance and the remaining en-

ergy of both nodes, the node selects the MIMO scheme to use for

data communication according to one of the policies described in

Section 4 , and sends this information to the transmitter through

the CTS packet. Then, the data packet is transmitted by the sender

using the selected MIMO scheme. 

Moreover, a sleeping strategy is also implemented in MAC-LEAP,

which results in reducing the energy consumption of the nodes

during their idle listening. During the idle listening state, the nodes

 

re active but either they are not transmitting or receiving pack-

ts, or they may receive some packets that are destined for an-

ther node. Therefore, if a node receives an RTS or CTS packet des-

ined for another node, the node sets its Network Allocation Vec-

or (NAV) and switches into the sleep mode for the duration of the

AV to save energy. 

.3. Ns-3 Implementation 

Ns-3 is a popular network simulator [32] . However, ns-3 does

ot support multi-antenna for wireless communications. In this

ork, we extend the ns-3 WiFi, wireless channel and energy mod-

ls to support MIMO communications. In Fig. 7 , we present the

roposed ns-3 extensions, where the modules developed to sup-

ort MIMO communication are highlighted with dashed red lines.

ome of the ns-3 modules that are employed in this work are de-

cribed below. 

• Energy Source: This module stores the energy of the node, de-

creases the amount of consumed energy from the remaining

energy, and notifies the node about its current energy. It also

notifies the node if the energy sources is drained or recharged.

Different implementations of energy source, such as a basic en-

ergy source, lithium ion battery, or RV battery, are provided

with ns-3. 

• Device Energy Model: This module describes the energy that is

required to power a particular device. In this module, the en-
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Fig. 9. Number of received packets versus (a) target BER and (b) distance in a single 

communication link with two nodes. 

Fig. 10. Trade-off point between TX and RX policies versus link margin in a single 

communication link with two nodes. 

Fig. 11. Network lifetime versus (a) target BER and (b) distance in a single commu- 

nication link with two nodes. 

Fig. 12. Binary Tree network topology with height of every level equal to distance 

d. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ergy consumption is calculated based on the current state of

the device. It is connected to the Energy Source in order to

decrease the Energy Source’s residual energy. The energy con-

sumption of the wireless communication is implemented in ns-

3 by the WiFi Radio Energy Model. This model is designed for a

WiFi radio device and calculates the energy consumption based

on the different radio states such as idle, sleep, busy, transmis-
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Fig. 13. Number of received packets versus (a) target BER and (b) distance in a 

Binary Tree network with 9 nodes having equal initial energy of 5 J. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 14. Network lifetime versus (a) target BER and (b) distance in a Binary Tree 

network with 9 nodes having equal initial energy of 5J. 
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sion, reception, etc. Since the WiFi Radio Energy Model does

not support multi-antenna communication, we designed a new

energy model called MIMO Energy Model in which the energy

consumption of the MIMO device is calculated based on its

state of operation, the number of antennas used for the com-

munication, and the energy consumption model presented in

Section 3 . 

• Mac Low: The MAC layer is implemented in the Mac Low mod-

ule. This is based on an RTS/CTS handshake in the CSMA/CA

protocol. MAC-LEAP selects the most efficient number of an-

tennas based on the content of the RTS and CTS packets,

and also the remaining energy that it obtained from the

Device Energy Model . Mac Low notifies the physical layer regard-

ing the chosen number of antennas. Moreover, in order to re-

duce the nodes’ energy consumptions, we added a sleeping

strategy inside the MAC layer that puts the nodes into a sleep-

ing state for the duration of the Network Allocation Vector

(NAV), if they receive a packet that is not destined to them. 
• WiFi Phy: This module includes the physical layer, which re-

ceives or sends the packets to the wireless channel. The current

physical layer model in ns-3 used for wireless communication

is the YansWiFiPhy . By receiving the number of antennas from

the MAC layer, the physical layer is responsible of transmitting

the packets to the channel, using the link model of the selected

MIMO scheme. 

. Simulation Results 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of MAC-LEAP us-

ng the different policies described in Section 4 and under various

ettings. We assume a Rayleigh fading wireless channel with an

verage path loss that falls off with square of distance ( d 2 ). The

nitial parameters for the simulation setting are listed in Table 1 .

e use the circuitry power consumption employed in [33–36] and

et the channel data rate R b to 1 Mbps, the data generation rate

t the transmitter node R g to 50 kbps, the channel bandwidth B
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Fig. 15. Number of received packets versus distance with four different fixed schemes used for control packets (a) MISO, (b) SIMO, (c) MIMO, and (d) SISO in a Binary Tree 

network (target BER = 10 −5 ) with nodes having equal initial energy of 5J. 
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o 22MHz, and the link margin M l , which is a parameter related

o the hardware, to 10 dB. When utilizing the sleeping technique,

he energy consumption during the Idle, Busy and Switching states

re zero. We use the ns-3 network simulator with the changes de-

cribed in Section 5 , and the results are averaged over 150 runs,

nless noted otherwise. 

The nodes have the possibility to operate as 2 × 2 MIMO, 2 × 1

ISO, 1 × 2 SIMO, or 1 × 1 SISO. For sending RTS, CTS, and ACK

ackets, the nodes use a fixed MIMO scheme with a fixed number

f antennas, while for sending the DATA packets, depending on the

olicy selected in MAC-LEAP, the most efficient MIMO scheme is

sed for the communication. Since the receiver node is not aware

f the most efficient MIMO scheme before receiving the RTS packet

rom the transmitter, we consider as the default number of anten-

as for the receiver in the fixed scheme to be one. The transmitter,

owever, uses two antennas for the non-data packets as the de-

ault value. Thus, the default multi-antenna scheme for non-data

control) packets is assumed to be MISO, unless noted otherwise. 

Moreover, the maximum WiFi range for each node is fixed to

50 m, and MAC-LEAP sends the control packets (RTS, CTS, and

CK) with the highest transmit power in order to be received by

ll nodes in their communication range. 

In the following subsections, we first analyze the performance

f MAC-LEAP for a single communication link (two nodes), and

hen for different network topologies, which consider both single

nd multi-hop communications. The comparison is made among

AC-LEAP using the online policy, RX policy, and TX policy, the

rotocols in which a fixed number of antennas is used in all situ-

u

tions (MIMO, MISO, SIMO, and SISO) [19,26] , and the E-Basic pro-

ocol presented in [11] . In addition, we compare the performance

f MAC-LEAP with a revised version of E-Basic and a revised fixed

cheme (e.g., MISO with sleeping strategy), which include the same

leeping strategy adopted by MAC-LEAP. 

For all the results presented in this section, we evaluate the

etwork lifetime, the total received packets, and the network

hroughput. We define the network lifetime as the simulation time

hen the first node runs out of energy in the network, the number

f received packets as the total number of packets that are suc-

essfully received by all nodes in the network, and the network

hroughput as: 

hr = 

Packet recv × N 

T 
(19) 

here Packet recv is the total number of successfully received pack-

ts by all nodes in the network, N is the data packet size, and T is

he time when the last packet is received in the network. 

.1. Single Communication Link 

In this section, we consider two nodes that are connected

hrough a wireless communication link. Assuming that both nodes

ave the same initial energy of 5 J, we evaluate the performance

f MAC-LEAP in terms of the number of received packets and net-

ork lifetime for various distances and target BERs. It is assumed

hat the data generation rate is 50 Kbps and the traffic flow be-

ween the two nodes continues until the end of the simulation or

ntil the nodes run out of energy. 
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Fig. 16. Number of received packets versus (a) target BER and (b) distance in a 

Binary Tree network with 9 nodes having uniform initial energy distribution in [1, 

5] J. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 17. Network lifetime versus (a) target BER and (b) distance in a Binary Tree 

network with 9 nodes having uniform initial energy distribution in [1, 5] J. 
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In Fig. 8 , we show the performance of MAC-LEAP (Online Pol-

icy), and the four fixed schemes (i.e., the nodes always use either

SISO, SIMO, MISO, or MIMO for communication). In Fig. 8 (a), for

instance, MAC-LEAP is compared with the case when the nodes

communicate using MISO. Moreover, in this figure, MAC-LEAP uses

MISO as the scheme for control packets as well. In all four cases,

MAC-LEAP (Online Policy) performs much better than the fixed

schemes in terms of number of received packets. 

Fig. 9 (a) shows the number of received packets versus target

BER for the single communication link for the different comparison

approaches. As the target BER increases, the energy per bit ( E b ) de-

creases, which results in having a higher number of received pack-

ets. However, when the target BER is larger than 10 −5 , the number

of packets drops due to the high probability of error in the channel.

As illustrated in Fig. 9 (b), the total number of packets deliv-

ered by MAC-LEAP (Online Policy) in a single communication link

is the same as the performance of the optimal policy. Moreover,

MAC-LEAP (Online Policy) outperforms both the E-Basic protocol

and the fixed MISO scheme. As the communication distance in-
reases, since the energy consumption of the transmitter is higher,

he number of sent packets and thus the number of received pack-

ts drops. Moreover, for distances smaller than 100 m, the RX pol-

cy is a better option for MAC-LEAP compared to the TX policy

ince the transmission power is relatively low. However, for larger

istances (d > 100 m), the TX policy performs better than the RX

olicy since the transmitter has a much higher energy consump-

ion. We note that the trade-off between the TX and RX policies

epends on the link margin ( M l ). Although the link margin is a

arameter that depends on the hardware, the point at which the

X and RX policies cross each other decreases as the link margin

ncreases, as shown in Fig. 10 . 

When considering the network lifetime, which is shown in

ig. 11 , employing the Online Policy in MAC-LEAP results in a

igher network lifetime due to the perfect energy balance it pro-

ides between the nodes, thereby preventing a node from running

ut of energy while the other one has energy in the buffer. E-Basic

ollows the best lifetime between the RX policy and TX policy. Sim-

larly, as shown in Fig. 9 (b), the drop in Fig. 11 (b) is due to the high
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Fig. 18. Number of received packets versus distance with four different fixed schemes used for control packets: (a) MISO, (b) SIMO, (c) MIMO, and (d) SISO in a Binary Tree 

network (target BER = 10 −5 ) with uniform energy distribution. 
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ransmit power consumption required when transmitting data over

ong distances. The network lifetime shown in Fig. 11 (a) follows as

or the results described in Fig. 9 (a). 

.2. Binary Tree Network with Single-hop Communication 

In this section we analyze the performance of a Binary Tree net-

ork. This network has 9 nodes, organized according to the topol-

gy shown in Fig. 12 . All nodes may transmit or receive packets

o/from other nodes in their WiFi range. In what follows, we ana-

yze the performance of MAC-LEAP when all nodes have the same

nitial energy of 5 J, and when initial energy of each node follows

 random variable, uniformly distributed in [1, 5] J. Each node can

end data to its connected neighbors that are located at a level that

s lower than the level of sender node as shown in Fig. 12 . Each

ew data flow is started after the previous flow start time by one

econd delay. Moreover, at each flow, the sender node transmits

ata for a period of 1 second and stops transmitting for the next 1

econd to avoid overflow of the node’s queue. Each data flow has

 data generation rate of 50 Kbps and continues until the end of

he simulation or until either the sender node or the receiver node

uns out of energy. 

.2.1. Binary Tree Network with Single-hop Communication with 

qual Energy Distribution 

In this section we assume that all nodes in the Binary Tree net-

ork have the same initial energy of 5 J. As shown in Fig. 13 (b),

he number of received packets in MAC-LEAP (Online policy) is
uch higher than E-Basic (with sleep strategy), especially when

he distance is less than or equal to 100 m. The maximum dif-

erence between these two protocols occurs at d = 100 m, where

AC-LEAP is able to deliver 17% more packets than E-Basic (Sleep

trategy). Moreover, in the mid-BERs, MAC-LEAP (Online policy)

hows better performance than the other protocols according to

ig. 13 (a). As expected, the original E-Basic protocol and MISO are

ble to deliver a much lower number of packets compared to MAC-

EAP, especially for distances greater than 50 m and target BER less

han 10 −4 . 

As shown in Fig. 14 , MAC-LEAP (Online policy) clearly provides

etter lifetime for the network, and its gain is more significant

or mid-distances and mid-BERs. Unlike MAC-LEAP, original E-Basic

nd original MISO have much lower lifetime since they do not in-

lude the sleeping strategy to limit the nodes’ energy consumption

hen idle listening. 

According to the comparison made in Fig. 15 between MAC-

EAP and the fixed schemes, MAC-LEAP achieves a higher number

f received packets compared to others. The maximum gain over

ll distances in terms of number of received packets for MAC-LEAP

s 34%, 33%, 23%, and more than 400%, when compared to MISO,

IMO, SIMO, and SISO, respectively. 

.2.2. Binary Tree Network with Single-hop Communication with 

niform Energy Distribution 

We now evaluate the performance of our protocol for the Bi-

ary Tree network where the nodes have a uniformly distributed

nitial energy in [1, 5] J. According to Fig. 16 , the number of re-
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Fig. 19. Improvement of MAC-LEAP compared with E-Basic (with sleep strategy) and MISO (with sleep strategy) in terms of number of received packets (a) vs. distance, and 

(b) vs. target BER, and in terms of the network lifetime (c) vs. distance, and (d) vs. target BER, in a Binary Tree network with 9 nodes having the same initial energy of 5 J. 
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ceived packets in MAC-LEAP is higher due to the adaptive antenna

selection, and is more significant in smaller distances and target

BERs. The maximum gain of MAC-LEAP (Online policy) in terms of

number of received packets is about 19% more packets than E-Basic

(with sleep strategy) over all distances and target BERs. Moreover,

according to Fig. 16 (b), the trade-off point between RX and TX poli-

cies is at a distance of 50 m. For small distances, MAC-LEAP (RX

policy) works slightly better than MAC-LEAP (TX policy) since the

receiver consumes slightly more energy than the transmitter. How-

ever, as the distance increases, the transmission power increases

and dominates the receiver energy consumption, which results in

the TX policy being able to deliver more packets than the RX pol-

icy. 

As shown in Fig. 17 (a), the maximum improvement in terms of

the network lifetime of MAC-LEAP (Online policy) in various tar-

get BER is 28% and 58% compared to E-Basic (with sleep strategy)

and MISO (with sleep strategy), respectively. By changing the dis-
ances in Fig. 17 (b), among the nodes in the tree network, MAC-

EAP achieves maximum improvement of 28% and 53% in terms of

ifetime compared to E-Basic (with sleep strategy) and MISO (with

leep strategy). 

As described before, MAC-LEAP adapts the number of antennas

t the nodes based on different factors including their current re-

aining energy. Therefore, it achieves a higher number of packets

ompared to fixed schemes in the Binary Tree network, as shown

n Fig. 18 . The maximum gain in terms of number of packets for

AC-LEAP is 55%, 36%, 26%, and 262% compared to MISO, MIMO,

IMO, and SISO, respectively. 

.2.3. Improvement on Binary Tree Network with Single-hop 

ommunication 

In this section, we summarize the results by demonstrating the

verage improvement in the network by using MAC-LEAP in terms

f both network lifetime and the total number of received packets.
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Fig. 20. Improvement of MAC-LEAP compared with E-Basic (with sleep strategy) and MISO (with sleep strategy) in terms of number of received packets (a) vs. distance, and 

(b) vs. target BER, and in terms of the network lifetime, (c) vs. distance, and (d) vs. target BER, in a Binary Tree network with 9 nodes having the uniform initial energy 

distribution in [1, 5] J. 
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he comparison is between MAC-LEAP, E-Basic, and MISO when

he sleep strategy is employed in all of them. 

Fig. 19 shows MAC-LEAP improvement compared to E-Basic and

ISO when the sleep strategy is employed and all nodes have the

ame initial energy of 5 J. MAC-LEAP improves the number of re-

eived packets up to 38% and 48% compared to MISO for various

istances ( Fig. 19 (a)) and various target BERs ( Fig. 19 (b)). MAC-

EAP increases the number of received packets up to 17% com-

ared to E-Basic for various distances and target BERs (according

o Fig. 19 (a) and Fig. 19 (b)). Network lifetime is improved by 52%

or various distances and by 75% for different target BERs com-

ared to MISO as shown in Fig. 19 (c) and Fig. 19 (d). Moreover,

AC-LEAP increases the network lifetime by a maximum of 26%

or various distances and target BERs compared to E-Basic when

he sleep strategy is employed. 

r  
According to Fig. 20 (a) and Fig. 20 (b), MAC-LEAP improves the

umber of received packets compared to MISO by a maximum of

4% for various distances and by a maximum of 74% when the tar-

et BER is changing in the Binary Tree network with uniform ini-

ial energy distribution. It also increases the number of packets by

 maximum of 17% (vs. distance and vs. target BER) compared to

-Basic with sleep strategy. As shown in Fig. 20 (c) and Fig. 20 (d),

y employing MAC-LEAP in a Binary Tree network with uniform

nitial energy distribution, the network lifetime is improved up to

3% and 29% (for different distances), and 57% and 29% (for differ-

nt target BER) compared to MISO and E-Basic, respectively. 

.3. Random Network with Multi-hop Communication 

In this section we analyze the performance of MAC-LEAP in a

andom network when all nodes have the same initial energy of
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Fig. 21. Network throughput in the random network with nodes having the same 

initial energy of 5 J and without employing the sleep strategy in the nodes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 22. Network throughput in the random network with nodes having the same 

initial energy of 5 J and with employing the sleep strategy in the nodes. 
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5 J, and when the nodes’ initial energies follow a uniform distri-

bution in [1, 5] J. We present the results for different numbers

of nodes uniformly distributed in a 700 m by 700 m square area.

The results presented in this section are averaged over 10 random

network topologies while, for each topology, the results are aver-

aged over 10 different channel realizations. Moreover, the nodes

are mobile with different velocities that follow a uniform distri-

bution of [0,0.05] m/s. The mobility pattern is constant velocity

mobility model in which each node moves to a different loca-

tion by a constant velocity. Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR)

is used for routing to support multi-hop communication. All nodes

can send/receive packets to/from other nodes. In this section, MAC-

LEAP refers to the MAC-LEAP protocol uses the online-policy. 

6.3.1. Traffic Pattern 

In the random network, it is assumed that all nodes, can send

and receive packets. We generate a data flow with data generation

rate of 50 Kbps for each pair of nodes and the flow continues until

the end of the simulation or until the nodes run out of energy. For
nstance, if we have 15 nodes in the network, a total of 15 × 14 ×
 = 420 traffic flows are generated in the network. Each new data

ow is started after the previous flow start time by one second

elay. Moreover, at each flow, the sender node transmits data for a

eriod of 1 second and stops transmitting for the next 1 second to

void overflow of the node’s queue. The transmitter continues this

ata flow until either the sender node or the receiver node runs

ut of energy. 

.3.2. Random Network with Multi-hop Communication and Equal 

nitial Energy Distribution 

In this section we assume that all nodes have equal initial

nergy of 5 J. We compare MAC-LEAP with E-Basic and MISO

ith/without sleep strategy in terms of the network throughput

defined in Eq. (19) ) when the number of nodes and the target BER

n the network are changing. 

In Fig. 21 , the average network throughput is shown when the

leep strategy is not employed in MAC-LEAP, E-Basic, and MISO. As
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Fig. 23. Improvement of MAC-LEAP compared with E-Basic (with sleep strategy) and MISO (with sleep strategy) (a) vs. target BER and (b) vs. number of nodes, and 

improvement of MAC-LEAP compared with E-Basic (without sleep strategy) and MISO (without sleep strategy) (c) vs. target BER and (d) vs. number of nodes in a random 

network with nodes having the same initial energy of 5 J. 
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he number of node grows in the network, more data packets are

ransferred in the network. According to Fig. 21 (a), due to higher

acket transmission rate, the throughput increases as the number

f nodes grows. MAC-LEAP greatly improves the average network

hroughput compared to E-Basic and MISO since the Online pol-

cy in MAC-LEAP provides energy consumption balance among the

odes in the network. The energy consumption balance has a high

mpact on the number of received packets per second in the ran-

om network with OLSR routing for data communication. 

Fig. 21 (a) demonstrates the variation of average network

hroughput when the target BER is changing in a random net-

ork when all nodes have the same initial energy and they em-

loy the sleep strategy. As the target BER increases, the probability

f packet reception decreases and thus the network throughput be-

omes lower. Moreover, MAC-LEAP improves the network through-
p  
ut compared to E-Basic and MISO especially when the target BER

s less than or equal to 10 −5 . 

As shown in Fig. 22 , when the sleep strategy is employed in

he nodes, the network throughput is higher than the network

ithout sleep strategy ( Fig. 21 ). MAC-LEAP greatly increases the

etwork throughput compared to E-Basic and MISO as shown in

ig. 22 (a) and Fig. 22 (b). Fig. 23 shows the improvement percent-

ge of MAC-LEAP compared to E-Basic and MISO in terms of net-

ork throughput with/without sleep strategy when all nodes in

he network have 5 J of initial energy. For various target BER, MAC-

EAP increases the network throughput by at most more than 100%

with and without sleep strategy) compared to MISO, and by at

ost 25% (with sleep strategy) and 22% (without sleep strategy)

ompared to E-Basic, respectively ( Figs. 23 (a) and 23 (b)). Moreover,

or various number of nodes in the network the network through-

ut improvement by MAC-LEAP is at most 23% (with sleep strat-
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Fig. 24. Network throughput in the random network with nodes having the uni- 

form initial energy distribution of [1,5] J and without employing the sleep strategy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 25. Network throughput in the random network with nodes having the uni- 

form initial energy distribution of [1,5] J and employing the sleep strategy. 
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egy) and 15% (without sleep strategy) compared to E-Basic, and

at most 28% (with sleep strategy) and 19% (without sleep strat-

egy) compared to MISO, respectively ( Figs. 23 (c) and 23 (d)). At tar-

get BER of 10 −3 , MAC-LEAP and E-Basic performance is very close

with/without sleep strategy. They receives very small number of

packets and thus their throughput is very low. Their throughput

values (e.g. 0.09 Kbps and 0.1 Kbps for MAC-LEAP and E-Basic) and

their number of packets (e.g. 3 and 4 packets for MAC-LEAP and

E-Basic) are very close but since the values are very small, the im-

provement percentage of E-Basic compared to MAC-LEAP is high at

target BER of 10 −3 . 

6.3.3. Random Network with Multi-hop Communication and Uniform 

Initial Energy Distribution 

We now consider a random network in which each node’s ini-

tial energy is selected by a random variable, uniformly distributed

in [1, 5] J. 
Average network throughput when the nodes have uniform ini-

ial energy distribution of [1,5]J is shown in Figs. 24 and 25 . In

ig. 25 all nodes in MAC-LEAP, E-Basic, and MISO employ sleep

trategy to save more energy and send more packets. In Fig. 24 ,

owever, the results for MAC-LEAP, E-Basic, and MISO protocols are

epresented when the nodes don’t employ the sleep strategy. 

As shown in Fig. 24 (a), when the nodes employ the sleep strat-

gy, the average network throughput varies between 1.5 Kbps and

.2 Kbps when the number of nodes in the network changes from

 to 20 in MAC-LEAP. MISO and E-Basic provide similar average

etwork throughput in this case. By altering the target BER in the

etwork as shown in Fig. 24 (b), the average network throughput

ecreases as the target BER increases since more packets are lost

n high target BERs. 

By employing the sleep strategy in the nodes, MAC-LEAP in-

reases the network throughput (shown in Fig. 25 ) compared to

ig. 24 when no sleep strategy is employed. Moreover, MAC-LEAP

ains better network throughput compared to both E-Basic and

ISO in various target BER and number of nodes in the network. 

Fig. 26 shows the improvement percentage of MAC-LEAP com-

ared to E-Basic and MISO when the nodes have uniform initial

nergy distribution. By employing the sleep strategy, MAC-LEAP

mproves the network throughput by maximum of 22% and more

han 100% for various target BER, and by an average of 16% and 22%
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Fig. 26. Improvement of MAC-LEAP compared with E-Basic (with sleep strategy) and MISO (with sleep strategy) (a) vs. target BER and (b) vs. number of nodes, and 

improvement of MAC-LEAP compared with E-Basic (without sleep strategy) and MISO (without sleep strategy) (c) vs. target BER and (d) vs. number of nodes in a random 

network with nodes having the Uniform initial energy distribution in [1,5] J. 
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or different numbers of nodes, compared to E-Basic and MISO, re-

pectively. Moreover, without sleep strategy, MAC-LEAP improves

he network throughput by maximum of 26% and more than 100%

vs. target BER) and 19% and 29% (vs. number of nodes) compared

o E-Basic and MISO, respectively. 

. Conclusions 

In this paper, we proposed a new cross-layer energy-adaptive

rotocol (MAC-LEAP) for multi-antenna wireless networks. MAC-

EAP dynamically adjusts the number of antennas at the trans-

itter and the receiver sides based on the remaining energy of

he nodes such that the number of received packets is maximized.

mploying a CSMA/CA protocol, MAC-LEAP utilizes RTS and CTS
ackets to not only provide collision avoidance but also to trans-

er energy related information among the nodes. Thus, unlike the

raditional protocols, MAC-LEAP takes current energy levels of the

odes into account and adapts the number of antennas accord-

ngly, and includes a sleep strategy in order to increase its energy

fficiency. Moreover, we propose various dynamic antenna selec-

ion policies (optimal policy, online policy, RX policy, and TX pol-

cy) each of which can be used in MAC-LEAP, and considers the

odes’ energy levels, communication distance, and channel BER. 

Finally, we implemented a new MIMO-based framework for

ireless networks in ns-3. Based on this framework, the wireless

odes equipped with one or more antennas are able to commu-

icate with each other. Through extensive simulations in ns-3, we

ompared MAC-LEAP with three different antenna selection poli-
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cies (online policy, RX policy, and TX policy) with traditional pro-

tocols in different network topologies. The simulation results show

that MAC-LEAP (online policy) outperforms the traditional proto-

cols with or without sleep strategy implementation. 

For future work, we intend to employ MAC-LEAP in networks

with energy harvesting in which the nodes’ energy is provided

through ambient sources. In this case, finding the optimal antenna

selection to maximize the energy efficiency is more challenging

since the future evolution of the remaining energy is more diffi-

cult to predict. 
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